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Introduction
Left-align a few paragraphs here in prose that introduce your thesis to your readers, and raise some of the questions related to your topic, and a sketch of how you will go about trying to answer them. In your final paragraph summarize the objectives of this thesis.

Outline
Left-align a preliminary outline here (using outline form and as much of the hierarchy, I.A.1.a.i., as you find necessary) that portrays what you think might be the logical flow of this thesis.

Objectives
Left-align specific objectives of the project and justification for its selection.

Literature Review
Left-align a brief discussion of the content and ideas of literature and public affairs concerning the topic.

Biblical Foundations
Left-align here one paragraph that spells out the Biblical principles that you will use, or presuppose, in working with this particular thesis topic.

Sources of Information
Left-align here The main sources of information which may be needed (if the project involves empirical research), and a realistic appraisal of their availability (i.e., subjects, equipment, interviews, witnesses, data, and library resources).

Qualifications
Left-align here one paragraph that spells out the qualifications you have for writing this particular thesis, such as relevant courses taken, jobs you have had, travel you have done, relevant foreign languages you know, and so forth.

Selected Bibliography
List here in proper Turabian form some sources, printed and electronic, that you have initial reason to believe will be relevant to your topic.